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Yikes. Well, hello good sense! Where ya been? Finally, back to the basics. This approach makes so much
feeling. An excellent tool We am a nutritionist and first-time mom so I wished to make certain I had the
right tool to start out the feeding process with my boy. As a pediatric authorized dietitian I recommend this
book to any mother or father or health professional. Utilizing the index as a guide is out of the issue for
sheer quantity: for example, you can find four different references to kiwi in three different sections of the
book. Five Stars I must say i enjoyed learning from this book. This reserve was written with everyone at
heart - from a brilliant talented and experienced cook, to a mediocre prepare like myself! ??????????
Perfect BLF/BLW Guide This book is a must have whether you're beginning with the start with a baby led
feeding approach or if you started with purées and are still a little nervous about feeding baby table food.. I
could not find enough support or assets to make me feel confident I was feeding her solids the "right way".
My 1st thought while reading this publication was "why didn't I BLW with my babies?I could not await my
copy to ship. The literature reads as if you are bouncing tips off you're best friend over one glass of wine or
a cup of coffee. The recipes we have tried so considerably have been delish! But, the best part(s) of the
reserve are the detailed guide on how to get started, what things to begin with, and how exactly to prepare
and cut for every skill level.Given that I finally experience confident enough in what and how I am feeding
my baby, mealtimes are less stressful and more pleasurable - the way they should be! I've read several baby
nutrition and baby led weaning books, which one is my favorite. I felt extremely empowered after reading
this book. Thank you, but I wish to get to the feeding! I've a feeling I am referencing this for a long time to
come. The best!I must say i recommend this book! Nothing ground breaking but a good primer for those
interested in baby led weaning but uncertain the place to start. It's filled with science backed study (and
references!), beautifully organized, wonderful illustrations, tips, yummy recipes and meal plans! I find the
comparisons of how to cut food in line with the child's stage to end up being extremely useful. BRAVO! It
answered most of my questions and addressed fears I got when I began my child on solids. I also like their
website, instagram page (borntoeatbook), and Facebook page because the authors continue steadily to give
tips, meal ideas, abs new details. It had been incredibly well thought out. That is definitely a reserve I will be
giving new parents and grandparents. We'd already decided to go the path of baby-business lead weaning,
but a large portion of the reserve is dedicated to convincing me it’s the right decision. Born to consume is
full of evidence-based practical tips about feeding and nutrition for the infant/youthful child (and their
families). I will continue steadily to reference it as my girl grows. Our family is an enormous fan of this
book. As a pediatric speech vocabulary pathologist who works with feeding issues I am excited to see the
impact of the movement on the populace I use. This reserve gave me confidence for the research which it
counts, by the knowledge of the authors and their friendly language. I loved that since we started we didn't
need to cook "special" meals for the baby. Our son was always part of the period of the meal.Today he's
almost two years old and he eats a number of foods, we cook nothing at all different for him and he eats in
the table to talk about this special time with us. He began to be part of the planning of food and I believe all
begins from the fact that people respect his intuition selecting the amount of food he must eat and he gets the
self-confidence to eat by himself.!! Good starter book Good book. An instant go through that I am sure I will
be referring back again to as our baby learns to eat!This book received rave reviews by among the pioneers
of Baby Led Weaning, Gill Rapley, as well as countless registered dietitians and culinary nutritionists which
are well known in their field. Though it is packed with analysis, it reads just like a conversation with a good,
educated friend- no judgement, no shame, just encouragement to do what is greatest for you personally and
your child. Once the meals comes along, the layout is so chopped up by sections and phases and ages and
one foods and family foods... We began with BLW and quickly chickened out after our babe's 1st few small
gags. you get my point, it’s really difficult to navigate as a BLW handbook. There is so much information
(and duplicate details) about each meal, it becomes dizzying. Kids learn to manage different textures, tastes
and food designs orally before they actually get into the swallowing part of eating.A must have for new

parents! Finally, I began noticing grammatical mistakes in the intro (“you’re little one”) which might not
bother some but makes me crazy.Two celebrities because this could be a good intro to BLW if you have lots
of questions about as to why to feed your child in this manner. As someone who’s currently informed of the
huge benefits, but wanted even more how-to, this wasn’t for me. The book is very easy to read As a
Registered Dietitian and mother, I was wanting to read this book after seeing and hearing increasingly more
about BLW. I needed to gain knowledge professionally to help moms out presently there navigate the globe
of feeding their infants. Thankfully I found the Born to Eat social media pages around once my baby started
refusing to become spoon fed.!". It really takes all the guesswork and calms whatever nerves you might have
had about the procedure. I've referred back again to this book several times, and not really to the others I've
read. Fast and simple to read. Born to eat manuals you through each stage of the procedure including some
very nice recipes by the end! If you're a mom, caregiver or authorized dietitian I highly recommend you go
through this reserve to learn more about the BLW process. Even if you desire to feed purees, you will gain
therefore much knowledge from scanning this book. We love it! The book is very easy to read, it offers the
science in an clear to see way and anecdotal stories which you can relate to. This book is incredible! The
best of many baby-feeding/BLW books! Practical, scientific researched introduction to baby led weaning I
must admit that We was skeptical when We picked up this reserve, but after reading it, I recommend it. Not
a cookbook I’m so disappointed, I really believed this would be considered a book with concepts and
recipes rather than an enormous book on food fundamentals that really kind of does an unhealthy job of
simply addressing the point Very clear, easy to follow guidebook. They cite Ellyn Satter (who is a genius for
feeding older kids) and give you all the info you need. For me, I was nervous about choking however the
authors hold your hand and assist you to maneuver through the BLW process. Great resource I am by using
this book in addition to Baby Led Feeding for our food journey. It's been especially helpful in shedding light
on the importance nutrients such as iron, and the best foods to choose. It also gives great suggestions for
what foods should appear to be and ways to get the most from the foods you feed your child. Highly
recommend. It balances here is how to do baby led weaning with genuine whole foods, and provides
information on choking hazards and infant nutrition. Very clear, an easy task to follow guide. A little
disappointing Initially, I was excited to utilize this book simply because a handbook and trusted resource for
feeding our daughter her first foods. This book is amazing and an absolute must have This book is amazing
and a must have! I do think that for some kiddos this process could prevent sensory conditions that could
property them in my workplace. It is well crafted, clear, useful, but most importantly it’s not only written
predicated on personal experience like the majority of BLW books, nonetheless it is also backed up by
scientific research and recommendations embedded through the entire entire publication. With spoon
feeding naturalés the oral sensory connection with it is missed.
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